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ABSTRACT: As one of the common birth defects worldwide, nonsyndromic microtia is a complex
disease that results from interactions between environmental and genetic factors. However, the
underlying causes of nonsyndromic microtia are currently not well understood. The present study
determined transcriptomic and proteomic profiles of auricular cartilage tissues in 10 patients with
third-degree nonsyndromic microtia and five control subjects by RNA microarray and tandem mass
tag-based quantitative proteomics technology. Relative mRNA and protein abundances were
compared and evaluated for their function and putative involvement in nonsyndromic microtia. A
total of 3971 differentially expressed genes and 256 differentially expressed proteins were identified.
Bioinformatics analysis demonstrated that some of these genes and proteins showed potential
associations with nonsyndromic microtia. Thirteen proteins with the same trend at the mRNA level
obtained by the integrated analysis were validated by parallel reaction monitoring analysis. Several key
genes, namely, LAMB2, COMP, APOA2, APOC2, APOC3, and A2M, were found to be dysregulated,
which could contribute to nonsyndromic microtia. The present study is the first report on the
transcriptomic and proteomic integrated analysis of nonsyndromic microtia using the same auricular cartilage sample. Additional
studies are required to clarify the roles of potential key genes in nonsyndromic microtia.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microtia is a common congenital maxillofacial anomaly, second
only to cleft lip and palate, with a global incidence of 0.84−
17.4/10,000 births.1 It presents with external and middle ear
deformity caused by abnormal development of the first and
second branchial arch; the deformity can be classified into four
degrees according to the severity, ranging from slight structural
abnormality to complete absence of the ear.1,2 Microtia not
only affects appearance and hearing function but also leads to a
series of psychological problems and economic burden.
Although auricular reconstruction with autogenous rib
cartilage, meatoplasty, or implantation of bone conduction
hearing aids can improve the appearance and hearing function,
there are individual differences in curative efficacy, and surgical
complications such as infection, skin necrosis, cartilage
exposure and resorption, delayed wound healing, and keloid
are inevitable.3 Depending on whether there are other organ
abnormalities, microtia can be classified into nonsyndromic
and syndromic types, among which the nonsyndromic type
accounts for 73% of the cases.4 Most microtia-related
syndromes are monogenic diseases with definite pathogenic
genes, while nonsyndromic microtia (NSM) is a complex
disease resulting from interactions between environmental and
genetic factors.5 At present, the cause and pathogenesis of
NSM remain unknown, but it is widely recognized that
genetics plays a key role in this disease process.6 Although
some sequence variants in susceptibility genes, such as

HOXA1, HOXA2, BMP5, GSC, and TBX1, have been
suggested to be involved in NSM,6−13 they are inadequate to
explain all of the cases. The precise control of gene expression
is of vital importance in embryonic development. However,
limited studies have been conducted on the relationship
between abnormal gene expression patterns and NSM. The
current study characterized the transcriptomic and proteomic
profiles of auricular cartilage tissues from patients with NSM
and explored its potential pathogenesis.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Identification and Analysis of Differentially
Expressed Genes in NSM by Microarray. We detected a
total of 18,692 mRNAs from the auricular cartilage tissues. By
comparison with control subjects (CS), 3971 differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) (including 1776 upregulated and
2195 downregulated DEGs) were identified in NSM, as shown
in the volcano plot (Figure 1A; Table S1). The top 20
upregulated and top 20 downregulated DEGs based on fold-
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change (FC) are displayed in the heatmap (Figure 1B) to show
the differential genes that can differentiate NSM from CS.
Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes (KEGG) analysis

was performed to investigate the potential role of DEGs in
NSM. The results showed that upregulated DEGs were
involved in neuroactive ligand−receptor interaction, mRNA
surveillance pathway, and protein export pathway (Figure 1C),
while the downregulated DEGs were enriched in the lysosome,
osteoclast differentiation, and phosphatidylinositol signaling
system (Figure 1D).
2.2. Key Gene Module Associated with NSM. To find

the key gene modules that are most relevant to NSM, we
carried out weighted correlation network analysis (WGCNA)
on DEGs and identified 17 modules (Figure 2A−C).
According to the module−trait relationships, we identified
that five modules (dark green, royal blue, dark orange, saddle
brown, deeppink3) were highly negatively correlated with
NSM, while nine modules (dark violet, brown, magenta,
salmon, black, dark turquoise, green, blue, dark red) showed a
significant positive correlation with NSM (Figure 2D).
Correlations between module membership (MM) and NSM
were plotted for all of the modules, and nine modules were
regarded as the most associated with NSM based on P < 0.05

and correlation coefficient (CC) > 0.5 (Figure 3). Among the
nine key modules, the dark turquoise module showed the most
significant correlation between MM and gene significance
(GS) (CC = 0.82, P = 1.2 × 10−16).
Among 71 transcription factors (TFs) in the nine key

modules, 19 TFs were present in both databases (Figure 4A).
Their predicted target genes were present in the same module
with the 19 corresponding TFs, respectively (Table S2).
KEGG analysis of the 19 TFs and their target genes in the nine
key modules showed that genes in the brown module were
primarily involved in Wnt and Hippo signaling pathways;
genes in the green module were associated with osteoclast
differentiation, C-type lectin receptor, and NF-kappa B
signaling pathways; and genes in the black module were
markedly enriched in MAPK signaling pathway (Figure 4B−D;
Table S3). Genes in the dark turquoise, blue, and dark red
modules are enriched in the pathways associated with infection
and cancer (Figure S1, Table S3). In addition, the number of
genes in the magenta, dark orange, and salmon modules was
too small to analyze (Table S2). The enriched pathways in the
brown module were most closely related to NSM.14,15 Thus,
the genes in the brown module may be of critical importance
in NSM.

Figure 1. Identification and analysis of DEGs in NSM by microarray. A. Volcano plot of transcriptomics. The right dots show 1776 significantly
upregulated genes, and the left dots show 2195 significantly downregulated genes; FC > 1.5, false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05. B. Heatmap
showing the top 20 upregulated and top 20 downregulated DEGs based on the expression of genes (red, upregulated; blue, downregulated). (C, D)
KEGG analysis of the upregulated and downregulated DEGs. The dot size represents gene count, and the color represents the P-value. P < 0.05 is
considered to be statistically significant.
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2.3. Identification and Analysis of Differentially
Expressed Proteins in NSM by Tandem Mass Tag
(TMT)-Based Quantitative Proteomics. We detected
3976 proteins in the samples, of which 3516 were successfully
quantified. By comparison with CS, 256 differentially expressed
proteins (DEPs) (70 upregulated and 186 downregulated
DEPs) were identified in NSM, as shown in the volcano plot
(Figure 5A; Table S4). The top 20 upregulated and top 20
downregulated DEPs based on FC are exhibited in the
heatmap (Figure 5B) to show that the differential proteins can
distinguish NSM from CS.
To evaluate the potential function of DEPs in NSM, we

carried out KEGG analysis and found that the upregulated
DEPs were mainly associated with some hormone-related
pathways, such as circadian entrainment, dopaminergic
synapse, GnRH, and oxytocin signaling pathways (Figure
5C), while the downregulated DEPs were enriched in the
ECM−receptor interaction and focal adhesion pathways
(Figure 5D), which were reported to be involved in
microtia.16−19 The protein−protein interaction (PPI) network
was then constructed by the downregulated DEPs in the two
pathways, and the results showed that ITGA2B could be the
most significant hub protein according to the number of
interacting proteins (Figure 5E).
2.4. Combined Analysis of Transcriptomics and

Proteomics in NSM. A total of 2773 mRNAs/proteins

could be matched as the intersection between both all
transcriptomics and proteomics, and correlations were
calculated for products of individual genes (Figure 6A). The
correlation between protein and mRNA levels of 2773 genes
was low (R = 0.15), in line with the general observation that
mRNA levels are insufficient to predict protein levels (Figure
6A). However, the correlation was higher (R = 0.6) when 40
genes with significantly differential expression at both tran-
scriptional and protein levels were reanalyzed, indicating they
may be more crucial to the pathogenesis of microtia (Figure
6A). The 40 genes were shown by the Venn diagram and
heatmap (Figure 6B,C). KEGG analysis showed that the 13
genes upregulated at both levels were primarily involved in the
cAMP, calcium, and some hormone-related signaling pathways
(Figure 6D), and the 17 genes downregulated at both levels
were markedly enriched in the ECM−receptor interaction,
focal adhesion, cholesterol metabolism, and peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptors (PPAR) signaling pathways
(Figure 6E). In addition, the number of genes expressed
inconsistently at both levels was too small to perform the
KEGG analysis. The PPI network was then plotted based on
the 40 genes.16−19 APOA2, APOC3, A2M, and SERPING1
were identified as the potential key protein in this network
according to the number of interacting proteins (Figure 6F).

2.5. Parallel Reaction Monitoring (PRM) Validation.
Parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) proteomics was con-

Figure 2. Determination of hub gene modules associated with NSM through WGCNA. (A) Identification of soft-threshold power by analyzing the
scale-free index (left) and the mean connectivity (right) in the WGCNA. (B) Dendrogram of all DEGs clustered based on a dissimilarity measure
(1-TOM). Clustering DEGs are shown in colors. (C) Numbers of hub genes in each module. (D) Heatmap showing the correlation between ME
and NSM. The CC and P-values of each module in NSM and CS are presented in the center of the panels. Positive and negative associations are
separately shown in red and blue, respectively.
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ducted on the 30 DEPs with the same trend of differential
expression at the mRNA level in NSM obtained by integrated
analysis, and the validation results of 13 DEPs (12 down-
regulated and 1 upregulated) were similar to the previous
TMT-based proteomics results (Figure 7).

3. DISCUSSION

NSM is due to abnormal development of auricular cartilage.
During auricular chondrogenesis, chondrocytes, derived from
neural crest cells and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs),
undergo a multistep process characterized by continuous

changes in cell morphology and gene expression.17 Cell
proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation are affected by
chemical and mechanical signals between the ECM and
chondrocytes.17 Any disturbance in chondrocytes and ECM
may lead to abnormal cartilage development.
According to the enrichment analysis of the genes with the

same trends at both mRNA and protein levels, several
pathways may be related to microtia pathogenesis. Two of
the pathways associated with the downregulated genes were
ECM−receptor interaction and focal adhesion, which was
consistent with Dong et al.’s study.20 The interaction of the

Figure 3. Scatter plots of the GS vs MM for the modules. (A) Dark turquoise module (CC = 0.82, P = 1.2 × 10−16). (B) Brown module (CC =
0.71, P = 3.9 × 10−104). (C) Dark orange module (CC = 0.67, P = 1.2 × 10−06). (D) Salmon module (CC = 0.64, P = 1.1 × 10−09). (E) Blue
module (CC = 0.64, P = 1.3 × 10−89). (F) Dark red module (CC = 0.63, P = 5.7 × 10−59). (G) Green module (CC = 0.57, P = 2.8 × 10−31). (H)
Black module (CC = 0.56, P = 7 × 10−21). (I) Magenta module (CC = 0.53, P = 1.1 × 10−09).
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ECM with tissue-resident multipotent MSCs contributes
importantly to the maintenance, proliferation, and differ-
entiation of MSCs.21 Focal adhesion connects the ECM with
the actin cytoskeleton by interacting with the receptor−
integrin of the ECM and the internal integrin−adaptor protein,
which can recruit focal adhesion kinase and coordinate
downstream signaling events to influence the differentiation
of MSCs.22 These two pathways have been reported to be
associated with cartilage destruction.18 Additionally, cholester-
ol metabolism and PPAR signaling pathway were also enriched
among the downregulated genes, and the PPAR signaling
pathway has a major regulatory effect on lipid metabolism and
energy homeostasis.23,24 Lipid equilibration is crucial for the
development of cartilage,25,26 and its dysregulation is involved
in microtia.24 Then, the significantly upregulated genes
enriched in the cAMP and calcium signaling pathways. The
cAMP signaling pathway plays a prominent role in MSC fate
decision.27 Chondrocytes are responsible for the homeostasis
of the ECM through communication, which can be mediated
by the calcium ions,28,29 and calcium ions take part in the
regulation of chondrogenesis.30 However, the specific mech-
anism of these pathways in cartilage dysplasia of NSM is still
unclear and needs further research.
In the present study, to investigate the potential role of

abnormal gene expression patterns in NSM, we performed
transcriptomics and proteomics analysis on the same auricular
cartilage samples from patients with NSM for the first time.
Among the 3971 identified DEGs (FDR < 0.05; FC > 1.5) and
256 DEPs (FDR < 0.1; FC > 1.5) in NSM patients, there were
40 genes were differentially expressed at both mRNA and
protein levels. Through in-depth bioinformatics analysis and
PRM validation, the abnormal expression of several genes was
suggested to be involved in NSM. Dong et al. also performed
the combined detection of changes in gene expression in NSM
at both levels, and identified 7610 DEGs (P < 0.05; FC > 2)
and 254 DEPs (P < 0.05; FC > 1.5).20 There were 47 genes
differentially expressed at both levels. However, different
samples were used for transcriptomics and proteomics analysis

in their study. Moreover, compared with TMT-based
quantitative proteomics in our study, data-independent
acquisition detection used in their study is not suitable for a
small sample size and has lower sensitivity. Then, compared
with the FDR value in our study, the P-value used to assess the
significance of differences in their study increases the false-
positive rate. Finally, the differential expression of the selected
gene was not further verified by other methods in their study.
We identified only 30 genes with the same change trend at

both mRNA and protein levels in NSM. The reason for the
different enrichment patterns of mRNA and protein may be
multifactorial, such as post-transcriptional or post-translational
regulation or different turnover rates at mRNA and protein
levels. It may also be due to the limitations of the MS
technique, particularly for low-expression proteins.31−34

Among the 30 genes, the dysregulation of 13 genes at the
protein level in NSM was validated by PRM. LAMB2 encoded
the ECM glycoproteins and mediates the attachment and
migration of chondrocytes for cartilage formation by
interacting with other ECM components during embryonic
development.35 COMP, a noncollagenous ECM protein,
expresses primarily in cartilage and participates in mesen-
chymal chondrogenesis by promoting the organization and
assembly of the ECM.36 Mutations of COMP have also been
identified in pseudoachondroplasia and craniofacial malforma-
tion.37,38 In the PPI network of integrated analysis, APOA2,
APOC2, APOC3, and A2M have direct or indirect
interactions. As the cholesterol metabolism pathway members,
dysregulation of APOA2, APOC2, and APOC3 may contribute
to cartilage dysplasia.39 APOA2 is also a hub gene in the brown
module closely associated with NSM in WGCNA. A2M has a
chondroprotective effect40 and can inhibit the degradation of
COMP.41 These findings suggest that the dysregulation of
these genes may be involved in the occurrence and
development of NSM.

Figure 4. Identification of the gene modules highly correlated with NSM. (A) Venn diagram shows that a total of 71 TFs are predicted to have
target genes in the same module, of which 19 are predicted by the two databases. (B−D) KEGG analysis for TFs and their target genes in the
brown, green, and black modules. The dot size represents gene count, and the color represents the P-value. P < 0.05 is considered to be statistically
significant.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

This study provides the first report of transcriptomics and
proteomics integrated analysis in NSM subjects using the same
auricular cartilage tissues. We also identified that the
dysregulation of several key genes could contribute to the
occurrence and development of NSM, and further inves-
tigation is required to clarify the association of these genes with
NSM.

5. MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.1. Patients and Sample Collection. Our study was
reviewed and approved by the Institutional Research Ethics
Committee of Eye & ENT Hospital of Fudan University
(2020069). The auricular cartilage samples were obtained from
surgically dissected tissues of 10 patients with third-degree
NSM and five CS. Third-degree NSM is the most common
indication for surgery. The samples of CS were obtained from
patients with acquired external auditory canal stenosis (one
patient), cholesteatoma of the middle ear (two patients), or
tympanitis (two patients). All of them had no additional
physical abnormalities. Specific details of all samples are
provided in Table S5.

5.2. RNA Isolation and Microarray Hybridization. The
isolated cartilage tissues were rapidly immersed in TRIzol
reagent (Invitrogen). RNA was extracted by adding chloroform
and then precipitated with isopropyl alcohol. The RNA
precipitates were washed twice with 70% ethanol, dried, and
resolved in water without RNase. RNA quantity and quality
were detected by a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectroscope
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sample labeling and array
hybridization were carried out following the Agilent One-
color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis protocol
with a slight adjustment. An Agilent DNA Microarray Scanner
(Agilent) was used to wash, fix, and scan the hybridized arrays.

5.3. Transcriptomics Data Analysis. The acquired array
images were analyzed using Agilent Feature Extraction
software (version 11.0.1.1). Quantile normalization and
subsequent data processing were conducted using the
GeneSpring GX software package (version 12.1) (Agilent).
Biological variability between NSM and CS was assessed by
conducting principal component analysis (PCA) on the pre-
and postnormalization data using the R package (version
3.6.1). Box plots using the ggplot2 package in R (version 3.6.1)
indicated relatively uniform standardized data distribution
(Figure S2A−D). After standardization of the raw data,

Figure 5. Analysis of DEPs by proteomics. (A) Volcano plot of proteomics. The right dots show 94 significantly upregulated proteins, while the left
dots show 210 significantly downregulated proteins. FC > 1.5, P < 0.05. B. Heatmap of the top 20 upregulated and top 20 downregulated DEPs
based on the expression of proteins (red, upregulated; blue, downregulated). (C, D) KEGG pathway analysis of the upregulated and downregulated
DEPs. The size of dots represents gene count, and the color represents the P-value. P < 0.05 is thought to be statistically significant. (E) Protein−
protein interactions (PPI) network composes of downregulated DEPs in extracellular matrix (ECM)−receptor interaction and focal adhesion
pathways. Different colored nodes indicate the proteins in the two pathways, and the line color represents the type of interaction evidence.
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Figure 6. Combined analysis of transcriptomics and proteomics. (A) Scatter plot of the correlation relationships between mRNA and protein levels
of all of the genes overlapped in transcriptomics and proteomics. The genes with significant differential expression at protein levels (FC > 1.5, FDR
< 0.1) but with no significant change at mRNA level are indicated in blue. The genes that are only significantly regulated (FC > 1.5, FDR < 0.05) in
the transcriptomics are depicted in red. The genes with or without significant changes at both levels are presented in purple or gray color. The R-
value shows the correlation between the mRNA and protein levels of genes, and the R-value for all genes overlapped in transcriptomics and
proteomics is 0.15 (P = 2.8 × 10−16), while the R-value for the genes marked by purple is 0.6 (P = 4.2 × 10−05). (B) Venn diagram showing 40
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mRNAs of at least 5 out of 15 samples with current or edge
markers were selected for further data analysis. P-values for
assessing differences in transcriptional levels were calculated
using unpaired t-test and then adjusted with the Benjamini−
Hochberg FDR method. Differentially abundant mRNAs were
then further filtered to identify DEGs by FC > 1.5 and FDR <
0.05. The volcano plot and heatmap of DEGs were constructed
using GraphPad Prism (version 8.0.1) and R/pheatmap
package (version 1.0.12).
5.4. Identification of Modules by WGCNA. We

extracted all DEGs from the transcriptomics data to perform
WGCNA using the R package (version 3.6.1).42 DEGs with
similar expression patterns were selected according to the soft-
threshold power. The topological overlap matrix (TOM) was
used to decrease false correlation and calculate the association
degree between the genes. Then, the genes were divided into
various modules according to the TOM-based dissimilarity
measurements. Module eigengene (ME) represented the gene
expression profile of each module. The correlation between
ME and clinical phenotype was calculated by Pearson’s
product−moment correlation to assess the relationship
between each module and clinical phenotype. MM represented
the correlation between ME and all of the gene expression
profiles. GS represented the association between gene
expression and clinical phenotype. The association between a
module and clinical phenotype was denoted by the correlation
between GS and MM of the module, calculated by the linear
model in the limma R package (version 3.6.1). The hub genes
of each module were identified by the criteria of MM > 0.8 and
GS > 0.3. The TFs were extracted from the hub genes of
modules, and their target genes were predicted by the
HOCOMOCO motif (https://hocomoco11.autosome.org/)
and hTFtarget databases (http://bioinfo.life.hust.edu.cn/
hTFtarget/#!/). The most relevant module was identified
according to the association of TFs and their target genes with
NSM.
5.5. Protein Identification by TMT-Based Labeling

Quantitative Proteomics. Proteins extracted with RIPA
(Beyotime, China) were quantitatively analyzed by a

bicinchoninic acid assay. An equal amount of protein from
each sample was digested by trypsin (Promega) and labeled by
6-plex TMT reagents following the manufacturer’s protocol
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). TMT-labeled peptide mixtures
were homogeneously mixed, dissociated by off-line high-pH
reversed-phase chromatography, and then subjected to liquid
chromatography−mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis with
the EASY-nLC 1200 nano-flow LC system (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).

5.6. Proteomics Data Analysis. The raw proteomics data
were processed with MaxQuant (version 1.5.6.0). The MS data
were analyzed using the UNIPROT website (version 2018.10).
The value of peptide confidence was set to 0.01. The 75%
precursor intensity fraction was considered the best trade-off
value for identification and quantification at the protein level. A
“pseudocount”, indicating relative protein abundance, was
calculated using the TMT ratio and the standardized spectral
abundance factor. The maximum FDR was set to 1% for
peptide and protein identification. The raw quantitative values
were standardized using the median normalization method.
Biological variability between NSM and CS was assessed by
PCA on the data before and after normalization using the R
package (version 3.6.1). Box plots plotted using the ggplot2
package in R (version 3.6.1) showed a relatively uniform
distribution of the standardized data (Figure S2E−H). P-values
for assessing differences in protein expression levels were
calculated using the SAM function in the R-language siggenes
package (version 3.6.1) and then adjusted with the Benjamini−
Hochberg FDR method. Differentially abundant proteins (P <
0.05) were further filtered for the identification of DEPs by FC
> 1.5 and FDR < 0.1. Volcano plot and heatmap of DEPs were
constructed using the GraphPad Prism software (version 8.0.1)
and R/pheatmap package (version 1.0.12).

5.7. Correlation Analysis. The correlation between
transcriptomics and proteomics data of genes was assessed
by calculating CC using the ggpubr package and visualizing
using the ggplot2 packages in R (version 3.6.1).

5.8. KEGG and PPI Network Analysis. KEGG analysis
was performed for DEGs and DEPs in NSM using the
ClusterProfiler package43 (version 3.12.0), and the filters of P-
value were set as 0.05.
PPI network analysis was performed using the online

database STRING44 (version 11.5) with the confidence of
parameter (interaction score > 0.400) to explore the
interactions among the DEPs in NSM.

5.9. Verification of DEPs by PRM-Based Quantitation.
PRM proteomics is currently the most popular technology for
verifying the quantified proteins through unique peptides.45 To
verify the abundance of proteins with the same trend at the
mRNA level in NSM obtained by integrated analysis, PRM-MS
analysis was performed through LC-MS/MS with Q Exactive
Plus (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled online to the
ultrahigh-performance LC in the same samples used in

Figure 6. continued

overlapping genes with significantly differential expression at both mRNA and protein levels in NSM. (C) Heatmap showing the 40 genes (red in
the square, upregulated; blue in the square, downregulated; font color: navy blue, genes downregulated at both levels; sky blue, genes upregulated
at the mRNA level but downregulated at the protein level; red, genes upregulated at both levels; green, genes downregulated at the mRNA level but
upregulated at the protein level). The expression value of each gene corresponds to the proteomic data. (D, E) KEGG pathway analysis of the 30
genes with the same trends at mRNA and protein levels. The size of dots represents gene count, and the color represents the P-value. P < 0.05 is
considered statistically significant. (F) PPI network composes of the 40 genes with significantly differential expression at both levels in NSM. The
color of lines represents the type of interaction evidence.

Figure 7. PRM verification. One upregulated DEPs (FC > 1.5) and
12 downregulated DEPs (FC < 0.67) are consistent with the TMT-
based proteomics results.
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TMT-based labeling quantitative proteomics. The results were
analyzed with Skyline software (version 3.5), in which the
signal intensities for the identified peptide sequences were
relatively quantified and standardized with a reference
standard.
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